First things I did:

* write a value class
* write a node class
* write a stack and a queue class
* download the scanner module

Version 1: read an expression of numbers and operators, each number and operator stored in a value object

Version 2: stored each of the value objects into a queue (my node class has a next pointer and an item pointer; the item pointer points to the value object) -- afterwards, I walked through the queue, printing what I found there

Version 3: took the queue of value objects and printed out the postfix expression using an algorithm for converting from infix to postfix I found online

Version 4: instead of printing, I stored the objects to be printed back in a queue and then printed the queue out (yielding the postfix expression again

Version 5: took the postfix queue and processed the postfix expression, yielding a single result

TODO: add the ability to deal with multiple expressions, each expression ending with a semicolon

TODO: add the storage and updating of variables

TODO: add the -d switch

Version 6: added declarations of variables -- when reading in the initial expression, I set a flag if I see the variable "var" and then throw away the "var". When I read in a variable, I check the flag. If the flag is set, I add the variable to my binary search tree with a null value. In any case, I clear the flag. Without the "var", the declaration looks like a normal expression, so I handle the rest of the declaration like it was a normal expression, which then updates the variable in the tree to the initializer value.
Version 7: added handling of the semicolon -- the program can read in one expression, need to add a loop to read and process expressions next
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Version 8: added the expression loop, also added defining, finding, and updating variables. I think all that's left is the -d option, which will be trivial since I place the postfix expression on a queue that I send to the postfix expression evaluator. I just need to print out that queue instead of sending it to the evaluator.

Then, comes some heavy testing.